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1. Pirates used to make their victims walk the plank

2. All laptop computers in the USA sold since 2005 are fitted with secret 'key-
loggers' that record whatever is typed on the computer and sends it to the
Department of Homeland Security without the owners knowledge

3. A mayoral election in Ecuador was once won by a foot powder

4. The Titanic was the first ship to use SOS as a distress call

5. Red cars receive more speeding tickets than any other colour

6. A lobsters blood is blue

7. Peanuts are a key ingredient of dynamite

8. Coca-Cola is used by police for cleaning up blood after a traffic accident

9. Chocolate causes acne

10.A wedding ring is traditionally worn on the third finger of the left hand
because Ancient Egyptians believed a vein ran from this finger directly to
the heart



Answers

1. Pirates used to make their victims walk the plank

2. All laptop computers in the USA sold since 2005 are fitted with secret 'key-
loggers' that record whatever is typed on the computer and sends it to the
Department of Homeland Security without the owners knowledge

3. A mayoral election in Ecuador was once won by a foot powder

4. The Titanic was the first ship to use SOS as a distress call

5. Red cars receive more speeding tickets than any other colour

6. A lobsters blood is blue

7. Peanuts are a key ingredient of dynamite

8. Coca-Cola is used by police for cleaning up blood after a traffic accident

9. Chocolate causes acne

10.A wedding ring is traditionally worn on the third finger of the left hand
because Ancient Egyptians believed a vein ran from this finger directly to
the heart
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